


BLAZING
HOTCHPOTCH



Anything is possible. Everywhere, always. 
BLAZING HOTCHPOTCH is the expression of 
our new way of living and working. It is ex- 
perimental, multifaceted, lively and sustainable. 
Our living space and the personal items in our 
life and work become part of our own identity.  
The very individual character of this style is 
created through a collage blending old and new, 
traditional and timely, high and low art, old  
favourites and found objects. It’s a striking mix 
of styles, colours and possibilities. 

Pantone 2139 C

Pantone 619 C

Pantone 604 C

Pantone 1625 C

Pantone 258 C

Pantone 415 C

Pantone 3025 C

Pantone 323 C

Vibrant, lively shades make for a creative mood  
in which designs and colours interact easily for 
great intensity. Lilac and violet combine with clear  
Mykonos blue and emerald green. Cool yellow,  
avocado green and hints of lobster provide refresh-
ment, while stone grey binds together the many  
exciting, often geometric, experimental patterns. 
We’re also impressed by the colourful patchwork, 
graphic designations, colour blocking,  kaleidoscope 
effects, petrol sheen, shimmer and rain  bow finishes.

Always on the move. Innovative products point up 
the new flexibility in our lives and our jobs. We 
focus here on concepts for cooperation: from co- 
working spaces you can rearrange at will to creative 
ideas for your laptop, cables and mobile office.  
The materials here are especially easy to experiment 
with. These designs focus keenly on recycling, waste 
and alternative materials. 
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NOBLE
BARRIQUE



Perfect – and beautifully calm. With NOBLE 
BARRIQUE, high quality, functional and durable 
products with clever details are key. These 
iconic designs not only brighten up our here and 
now, but also gain character over time. This 
minimalism draws inspiration from the Bauhaus, 
with a combination of elegance, modernity 
and cosmopolitan taste. A demanding material 
 aesthetic is coupled with challenging designs 
which stand out due to their refinement and quality.

Pantone 2376 C

Pantone 5497 C

Pantone 478 C

Pantone 229 C

Pantone 504 C

Pantone 154 C

Pantone Black 7C

Brass gold

NOBLE
BARRIQUE

Exquisite, fine, relaxed. This elegant style has a  
relaxed colour palette ranging from smoked oak 
and nightshadow blue to ash green, brass and 
gold. It is rounded off with warm brandy and deep 
red wine tones like Bordeaux and Merlot. Our 
chosen designs examine aspects of nature and 
processes of change, sometimes in graphic abstrac-
tions represented through woodgrain, organic  
colourings and progressions.

This is a comfortable ambience in which stationery 
can inspire a sensual, personal moment: products 
with a contemporary look range from hand-bound 
notebooks and personal letters to writing implements 
and greetings cards. It is a look which relies on 
dark, polished wood, natural stone, basalt and granite, 
as well as coarse leather and structured surfaces, 
top-quality felts and other textiles. Metals like bronze 
and cast iron reinforce the impression of presence 
and permanence which is also found in the sculp-
tural and graphic shapes on display.
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SMOOTH
SORBET



Smooth, balanced and inviting. SMOOTH SORBET 
shows us just what we’re looking for in today’s 
fast-paced world: harmony, wellbeing, ins- 
piration and sensory appeal. This is all embodied 
in delicate shades and soft shapes, across all 
products. Technology and lifestyle combine  
in these innovative designs with their pleasantly 
understated, cosy aesthetic. This is how high 
technology enters our everyday existence:  
ergonomically, functionally, sensually and almost 
invisibly. This is an approach to design where we 
follow our longing for greater peace and relaxation.

Pantone 7535 C

Pantone 100 C

Pantone 9064 C

Pantone 726 C

Pantone 9201 C

Pantone 441 C

Pantone 7519 C

Pantone 7418 C

SMOOTH
SORBET

Delicate nuances with typical Scandinavian under-
statement. A delicate balance of colours, shapes 
and materials combine into an inspirational living 
and working environment. A series of soft sorbet 
shades ranges from pistachio, lemon, vanilla,  
caramel and almond to cool mint and dark chocolate,  
and even a fruity raspberry hue. Subtle contrasts,  
transparency, layered colours, blended borders and 
motifs plus delicate floral designs accentuate the 
harmonious lightness of this look.

The materials and surfaces are soft and natural. A 
 positive tactile experience is central here. Textiles 
are everywhere, on all the accessories and covers 
imaginable. Fabric and paper are often smooth, 
gentle and generous. Quality writing implements  
in coloured  aluminium are appealing to both hand  
and eye. The designs are primarily inspired by  
watercolours, brush strokes and gouache, with motifs 
inspired by flowers and leaves.
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© Messe Frankfurt Exhibition GmbH, Concept and idea: stilbüro bora.herke.palmisano Frankfurt / Berlin, Copy: Heine Lenz Zizka Frankfurt / Berlin, Pantone®-View home + interiors 
2015 – Volume 11 Pantone® and other Pantone trademarks are the property of Pantone LLC. Pantone Colors may not match Pantone-identified standards. Consult current Pantone Color 
Publications for accurate color. Pantone LLC is a wholly-owned subsidiary of X-Rite, Incorporated © Pantone LLC, 2014. All rights reserved. Content provided by Leatrice Eiseman, 
executive director of the Pantone Color Institute®. Die Trendfarben werden in Pantone-Farben für den Printbereich und in Pantone TPG Codierung für den Wohn- und Interieurbereich 
angegeben. / The Trend colours are indicated by Pantone colours for the printing industry and Pantone TPG coding for the home and interior sectors.

STILBÜRO  
BORA
HERKE
PALMISANO

What will the 2020/21 season bring? Which themes will everyone be talking 
about? Which colours, materials and techniques are on the up? Stilbüro  
bora.herke.palmisano has investigated forthcoming trends on behalf of  Paperworld: 
as applied to the office supplies sector, they are independent, interdisciplinary  
and discerning.

There are new worlds of work, urban nomads and quantum leaps in technology. 
As the bedrock beneath these worlds shifts, the boundaries between private and  
public spheres become blurred, as they do between professional and recreational. 
Cafés and parks become offices, chillout areas become conference rooms, and 
our sofas at home become think tanks. Here, we focus on moti vational worlds of 
work that enhance concentration, creativity and feelings of wellbeing. Increasingly, 
we find their look influenced by interior and product design. A generation of  
modest, restrained consumers is emerging alongside this movement; they look 
critically at issues of sustainability. Brands and products’ key sales arguments 
centre on futureproof innovations in materials, recycling, upcycling and the  
circular economy.

Paperworld Trends 2020/21 sits in the space between these three exciting  
theme worlds:

BLAZING HOTCHPOTCH – intense, lively, individual
SMOOTH SORBET – soft, gentle, contemporary
NOBLE BARRIQUE – discreet, stylish, relaxed

Annetta Palmisano Cem Bora Claudia Herke
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30X40 30x40.net

Å PÄVI apavi.de

ABEL abel.com.tw

A-JOURNAL a-journal.nl

ANDREAS BECHEM bechemgroup.com

ANGELO BOLIS e-bolis.com

ANIMO animo.design

ARTEBENE artebene.com

ARTOZ artoz.ch

ARTPAPEL artpapelitaly.com

AVEC avec.nl

BALLOGRAF ballograf.com

BALMA, CAPODURI zenithbc.com

BIGSO bigso.se

BINDEWERK bindewerk.de

BORCIANI E BONAZZI borcianiebonazzi.com

BUNTBOX buntbox.com

CARAN D‘ACHE carandache.com

CARL carl.co.jp

CARTA PURA cartapura.de

CARTOTECNICA ROSSI cartotecnicarossi.com

CEDON cedon-kollektion.de

OROM / KHJ orom.co.kr

OTTO HUTT  ottohutt.de

PELIKAN pelikan.com

PERLEBERG perleberg.de

PERLENFISCHER perlenfischerdesign.de

PHILBOOK philbook.com.ph

PHILIPPI philippi.com

PIFFANY piffany.eu

PINEIDER pineider.com

PIOVACCARI piovaccari.com

PLEASED TO MEET pleasedtomeet.de

REALKONSUM klangundkleid.de

REDFRIES redfries.com

REVIERMANUFAKTUR reviermanufaktur.de

RICO rico-design.de

ROMANOWSKI romanowski-design.de

ROSSI rossi1931.com

RÖSSLER roessler.eu

SADOCH sadoch.com

SCHNEIDER schneiderpen.com

SEAMAN seamanpaper.com

SEMIKOLON semikolon.com

CLEO cleo-skribent.de

CLOUDLINE notebookscloud.com

COLOP colop.com

CUBBI lovecubbi.com

DAVIDOFF zinodavidoff.com

E+M em-holzprodukte.de

ECOBRA ecobra.de

EDDING edding.de

ETIKET etiketpaper.com

FACTIS milan.es

FAVINI favini.com

FLEXBOOK twf.gr

FOX & POET foxandpoet.com

FRAGA fragaimport.com

FRIDOLIN fridolin.de

FULLMARK fullmark.com

GIUSEPPE DI NATALE dinatalestyle.com

GO EUROPE go-europe.com

GOLDBEK goldbek-verlag.de

GOLDBUCH goldbuch.de

GROUPE EDITOR groupe-editor.com

HAFERKORN & SAUERBREY haferkorn-sauerbrey.de

SHISHI shishi.ee

SKÖNA TING skonating.com

SONNENLEDER sonnenleder.com

SOPP sopp-industrie.de

SPRINGER springer-pinsel.de

STEINHÖRINGER steinhoeringerwerkstaetten.de

STEWO stewo.ch

SUSI WINTER  susiwinter.de

TASSOTTI tassotti.it

TECHNODIDATTICA tecnodidattica.it

TESA tesa.com

THIE STUDIOS thiestudios.com

TROIKA troika.de

TUDI BILLO tudi-billo.de

TYPE.MANUFAKTUR type-manufaktur.de

VIVANT vivant.nl

WALDMANN waldmannpen.com

WILKHAHN wilkhahn.de

ZAHN zahn-pinsel.com

ZEQUENZ zequenz.com

ZIPIT just-zipit.com

ZÖLLNER-WIETHOFF zoewie.net

HAHNEMÜHLE hahnemuehle.com

HERITAGE heritagepaper.biz

JUNG jung-design.de

KACO kaco.cc

KARTOS kartos.it

KAWECO kaweco-pen.com

KHJ khjstudio.com

KLAUS HANFSTINGL hanra.de

KW-TRIO kw-trio.com

LAMALI lamali.com

LEGAMI legami.com

LEUCHTTURM1917 leuchtturm1917.de

LITEKS liteks.com

LUND lundlondon.com

LYCSAC lycsac.gr

MINKA minka.net

MONTEVERDE monteverdepens.com

NAVNEET navneet.com

NELLY CASTRO nellycastro.com

NOUVEAU nouveau-shop.com

NUUNA nuuna.com

ONLINE online-pen.de

MARSET marset.com

TESA tesa.com
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